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Introduction

Ross Emmett has worked as a Remedial Massage Therapist and Bowen Practitioner
since 1980. He is a qualified Adult Trainer and Instructor of Massage Therapy and a
Senior Instructor in Bowen Therapy.
He has qualifications in Trigger Therapy, Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP) and
Clinical Hypnotherapy. His training and observation skills have enhanced the treatments
that he now provides, and furthermore, he has learnt that combining all of these
techniques provides a much more comprehensive care package for his clients.
Ross first opened a practice in the northwest Queensland mining town of Mt. Isa. Due to
his location many of his clientele, including miners and people from remote cattle
stations, would travel long distances for treatment. Ross therefore needed to provide
immediate and lasting results as these clients were unable to return on a regular basis.
Due to enquiries from colleagues Ross has developed a teaching package to pass on
the knowledge he has gained. This is called “the EMMETT Technique.”
The sequence of muscle activation points used in the EMMETT Technique can unlock
muscle memory. This activation gives the brain the opportunity to set up a new state of
homeostasis and provides an opportunity for re-alignment of the body. The effect can
often be instantaneous.
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Neck Restriction

Indications
Restricted neck rotation.

Move

Work on the most restricted side which is the side the person has most difficulty
turning towards.
Support the opposite side of the head above the ear with your other hand:
Lower Moves: Place the flat pad of your middle finger immediately below the
collar bone just to the side of the breast bone.
1. Keeping contact, move your finger in towards the centre line of the body with
light pressure. Immediately lift your finger off.
2. Staying directly underneath the collar bone relocate your finger 1cm further
out from position 1 and repeat the inwards movement towards the centre line.
Immediately lift your finger off again.
3. Staying directly underneath the collar bone relocate your finger 1cm further
out from position 2 and repeat the inwards movement towards the centre line.
Immediately lift your finger off.
Upper Moves: Place the flat pad of your middle finger under the bone directly
behind the ear.
4. Keeping contact, move your finger towards the chin with light pressure. This is
a very small movement. Immediately lift your finger off.
5. Staying directly underneath the bone relocate your finger 1mm back from
position 4 and repeat the small movement towards the chin. Immediately lift your
finger off.
6. Staying directly underneath the bone relocate your finger 1mm back from
position 5 and repeat the small movement towards the chin. Immediately lift your
finger off.
Repeat moves 1 - 6 twice more.
Reassess neck rotation. And if necessary repeat on the most restricted side now.

